Email sequence #3 after buying 5-HTP Griffonia supplement. Goal? Make the buyer
repeat his purchase - and give a testimonial for the website. Offer a discount.
Send 30 days after purchase.

A ONE-TIME Opportunity Just For YOU...
Hi Tim!
Is your packet of Griffonia (almost) empty?
Hopefully, it improved your life!
That brings us to a very special offer...

ONE-TIME OFFER ONLY
You love Griffonia. And we love a good story.
If you write your experience with Griffonia... and send it to us with a selfie of you holding
the packet...
You'll get a one-time coupon for 75% OFF the next Griffonia purchase!
Sounds like a great deal, doesn't it?
For styling purposes, we might edit the testimonial a bit. And then publish it on our
website... Or even the landing page. You'll be a star!
And to make things easier, you can help yourself with the questions below...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What was your life like before you bought Griffonia?
What results did you get?
What kept you from buying our product sooner?
What exactly did you like most about Griffonia?
If you were to recommend Griffonia to your best friend, what would you say?
What was the main concern that would prevent you from buying this? What put
your fears to rest?
7. What made you choose Griffonia?
8. What three benefits did you experience as a result?
9. What is life like now, that you've experienced Griffonia?

10. What surprised you the most, or made you the happiest about Griffonia?

Send Us Your Testimonial!
Send your testimonial with the selfie to name@gmail.com.
You'll get the one-time 75% off Griffonia coupon shortly :-)
IMPORTANT: Please, write "I agree that COMPANY uses the picture of me on their
public webpage. I also allow COMPANY to edit my testimonial as they see fit.
COMPANY can use the following name for the testimonial: (anonymous)"
If you don't do this, we can't send you the coupon :-(
Any questions? Write us an email to name@gmail.com!
Or pick up your phone and dial a toll-free number 0800-000-1231
Sincerely,
Mihael D. Čačič
P.S. The coupon can be used ONE TIME... And it doesn't expire!

